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Active Learning

Workshop 1

Study Smarter Not Harder



Today’s Workshop
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1. Goal Setting
2. Time Management
3. Memory Techniques
4. Assignment Planning
5. Next Time..



Goal
Setting



Goal Setting
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Successful completion of your subjects 
will require you to:

•Attend/listen to lectures
•Complete set readings
•Revise and take notes (from lectures 
and readings)
•Attend and participate in tutorials, 
practicals and online activities
•Complete assessment tasks



Goal Setting
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• Minimum of 10 hours per 
subject

• Lectures, tutorials and 
practicals, independent study 
(revising, assignment work, 
readings etc.)

• Full-time study = four subjects 
= 40 hours minimum

• Work
• Social
• Family



Goal Setting
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My Graphic Goal Planner
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Start Here: Set a Goal
2nd: Set the Steps

3rd: Sub-steps

4th: Dates

This is called working backwards from the goal.



Time
Management



Organisational Strategy
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• Create a weekly 
planner

• Add your 
subjects

• Add study times

• Add personal 
commitments

Stick to your study planner



Use a Semester Planner
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Fill in all your:
• In class tests
• Assignments
• Tutorial Reports
• Exams

https://www.jcu.edu.au/students/learning-centre/getting-started



Optional Planning Time
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• Download a 
semester 
planner

• Fill in your 
important 
dates

• Work 
backwards 
from exams

https://www.jcu.edu.au/students/learning-centre/getting-started



Assignment Due Dates
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Fill in 
• Your 4 subjects
• Assignments
• Tutorial Reports
• Exams

https://www.jcu.edu.au/students/learning-centre/getting-started



Assignment Planning
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For each assignment: 
• Plan backward from due date
• Set re-daft date
• Set draft date
• Set planning date
• Set research date
• Set focus question date
• Compare these dates across the 4 subject

areas – you’ve got a lot to do!



Memory
Techniques



• Talk to 5 people you’ve never met before.
• Remember their names and their favourite 

food.
• Wait. How long can you remember your 

list?
• Is this short term or long term memory?
• What is the difference?

Remember Optional Activity
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Neural Plasticity
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Learning is linked to individual neurons in the brain forming 
new connections.

One way to learn new information is by linking old and new 
memories. For example: the ‘Jennifer Aniston Effect’.

”..changes in neuronal firing occurred at the exact moment of learning 
and that memories could become hardwired after a single viewing of 
a photo..”

A 20-30 minute ‘power nap’ may increase memory of new material five-
fold. 

Sleep helps consolidate – 1 hour of sleep per 2 awake
Sources: https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-athletes-way/201507/the-neuroscience-forming-
new-memories ; https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-athletes-way/201311/neuroscientists-
discover-how-the-brain-learns-while-we-sleep

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-athletes-way/201507/the-neuroscience-forming-new-memories
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-athletes-way/201311/neuroscientists-discover-how-the-brain-learns-while-we-sleep


Techniques to Remember
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Step 1: Brainstorm 5 techniques you use to 
remember information

Visual
Images

Connect 
/ Peg

Speak
& 

Repeat

Active
Reading

Spell it 
Out Active 

Reading
Record 

& 
Review

Review 
Before 
Sleep

Revise - 1 Day, 1 
Week, 1 Month



Optional Practice

19http://www.smart-words.org/linking-words/linking-words.pdf

• View the following list of words for 60 seconds.
• Write down as many words as you can 

remember: 
• Concerned, friendly, support, approachable, 

encouraged, friendship, participation, interaction, 
empowered, anxiety, understanding, comfortable, 
expectations, awareness, enthusiasm, motivation, 
workload, experience, learning, valuable. 

• How many could you remember?



Optional Practice 2

20http://www.smart-words.org/linking-words/linking-words.pdf

• View the following list of words for 60 seconds.
• Write down as many words as you can 

remember: 
• Rose, crayon, hibiscus, car, lightbulb, desk, star, 

pen, daffodil, truck, train, table, matches, lily, 
chalk, airplane, bed, chair, firefly, pencil

• How many could you remember?
• What is the difference between task one and two 

words?



Assignment
Planning



• What does the task involve?

• Direction Words 
– Discuss, Evaluate, Critically Analyse, Compare

• Subject Words or Topic Words
– Tropical medicine, student life, workplaces, economic aggression etc. 

• Focus or Limit Words
– Boundary of context eg ‘In Schools’ or ‘in the ‘90’s’ or limit for your topic or subject words

• Research needs

Understand the Task
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Having different languages makes it difficult for people from 
different nationalities to communicate with each other. It 
would be better if there was only one language in the world.

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages in Australia of 
speaking the same language.

Understand the Task
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Direction Topic Focus



Essay Writing
• Purpose: 

To show 
– that you can understand published research
– your ability to think critically
– your ability to analyse the data
– your ability to identify key issues
– your ability to apply these to your field

Understand the Task
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• Write down the direction, the topic and the focus
• Use the topic to help you do your research
• Most first year essays will expect you to 

write:
- An Introductory Paragraph
- 2 Body Paragraphs
- A Conclusion Paragraph
- 500 words

Understand the Task
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Plan the Essay
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Introduction

• Define the Topic
• Purpose and context
• Thesis Statement

Paragraph 1

• Topic sentence 
• Supporting Sentence (& Example / Evidence)
• Link

Paragraph 2

• Topic sentence 
• Supporting Sentence (& Example /Evidence)
• Link

Conclusion

• Summarise
• Reinforce key message
• Concluding Statement



Plan the Essay – A Basic Construction
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It is clear that fast food is convenient and an easy fix for busy parents. Recently 
however some parents have entered the debate over the best choice for their children. 
Despite this, the evidence clearly shows that McDonalds is the best choice for a number 
of compelling reasons.

Australians vote with their feet. Research shows that McDonalds has been the preferred 
fast food chain over the last few decades. Ronald (2015) found in an unbiased study 
that parents preferred to eat at McDonalds when compared with Discount Dave’s 99% 
of the time. There is also the question of value for money.

To expand, the nutritional value per dollar at McDonalds far outstrips its closest 
competitors. Notably, the calorie per dollar buying power at McDonalds far outweighs 
that at both KFC and Red Rooster. For example, a chicken burger meal at McDonalds 
represents the best value at 3570kj, KFC is significantly less at 3023kJ, and Red 
Rooster is a paltry 1340kJ (Choice, nd., Para 4).

As has been noted, the evidence is clear that McDonalds is not only the preferred 
option for parents, but it also represents the best value for money to the Australian 
consumer. In essence, the debate has shown that McDonalds is the best choice for 
busy parents.

Thesis

Topic Sentence

Context

Supporting 
Statement

Evidence

Topic



Plan the Essay – Word Choice

28http://www.smart-words.org/linking-words/linking-words.pdf



• Remember our Assignment planner?
• Work backwards to plan dates
• Plan your research and focus dates last
• This is a 21 day plan – you may have 

less time
• So in the first week you should aim to 

understand the question thoroughly

Understand the Task

29



Understand the Task Review
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1. Set key dates / plan
2. Unpack the question

- question key words
- task required
- research needed

3. Do the research
4. Write your draft
5. Review your draft 

- friend - lecturer
-MyTutor

6. Final draft and submit

Planning Steps - Assignments



Next
Time…
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Next Time

Effective Techniques 
for:

• Reading
• Notetaking
• Study 



Review
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Successful planning means:

•Be honest about your time commitments
•Work backward from your goals
•Make a weekly and semester study planner
•Make an assignment planner
•Apply memory techniques early and often
•Revise - 1 Day, 1 Week, 1 Month
•Assignments: make a plan
•Review your plan regularly



• Read your Subject Outline carefully
• Ask your lecturer or tutor (they mark you work, so they know)
• Learning Advice Desk (10-4pm Mon-Fri) 
• First year students YourTutor (3pm – midnight Sun-Fri)
• Attend PASS (available in some first year subjects)
• Is there a Learning Advisor in your subject? Check your LearnJCU 

site
• Request advice from The Learning Centre (use "contact us" form on 

the website)
– https://www.jcu.edu.au/students/learning-centre/contacts/contact-form

Further Help
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https://www.jcu.edu.au/students/learning-centre/contacts/contact-form
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